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About This Game

Wooden Sen'SeY is an action-platformer, set in a unique "Japan Steam Rock" universe filled with humour.
You follow Goro, a village chief, as he seeks revenge through a variety of levels. He will defeat his enemies using his axes to

slice, dice, squash and grapple!

Wooden Sen'SeY seeks to offer players a unique gaming experience, inspired by old school gameplay mechanisms, while
incorporating contemporary technology and beautiful 3D graphics.

Wooden Sen'SeY features

Exotic worlds and beautiful 3D graphics.

Hardcore old school gameplay!

Awesome music and crazy voice actor.

A unique environment style for each level.

Several ways to follow the path of the Sensei: dive in or play with finesse!

"Dev-Time" challenge: beat the developers' time.
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A brand new Time Attack mode with 30 “hair tearing” levels!

Supports USB controller and Leap Motion

Who are the developers ?

Upper Byte, the French indie studio behind Wooden Sen'SeY, is a tiny team with only two members: Cédric, the creative
force, and Camille, the insane coder. Their ultimate goal is world domination. But for now, nice polished games, with

hardcore old school gameplay and pretty graphics is enough!

--------

Oops, enough talking...
Let's Play Wooden Sen'SeY!
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Title: Wooden Sen'SeY
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Upper Byte
Publisher:
Spawn Digital
Release Date: 5 Dec, 2013
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English,French,Italian,German,Polish
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I loved the other developer's games, although the repetitiveness of tasks can be tedious. However this anniversary update is
terrible. I bought this in April 2019 & it says expect updates in Feb 2019. It also says "Close your eyes" in this version is
unfinished and all but the incredibly repetitive and difficult Girl Graveyard game are available, the rest of the content says
"coming soon".
So not sure how this can be recommended or get good reviews from what I've experienced.. I once had vegas 13 and it would
freeze for up to three minutes every time i would skip ahead on any decent size media, This to my surprise vegas 14 does the
same thing. not to mention after only almost an hour trying to fix the problem i tried uninstalling and reinstalling the software
and now it says i don't have a license to launch this program.. I feel bad writing a bad review becuase I know a lot of heart has
apparently gone into this game, but my experience playing it was terrible. I like the skin tight clothes and big
graphic\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665lol, but the game is FULL of bugs and it's boring. The puzzles aren't exactly
intuitive. There's logic errors as well. The storyline is extremely boring and having to reach over and press ESC to skip convos
gets annoying quickly. The inventory looks like it's half finsihed. Sometimes you'll pick something up and forget what it actually
was, but theres no way to find out what it is again! The narrator in the corner which appears in episode 2 is supposed to be there
to help, but when you drag items to him for advice it doesnt work (except for 1 or 2 times)! I'm glad part 1 and 2 are over.
Apparently part 3 is much better - let's see how that goes.. This is damn awesome. Thats all I have to say.. BEST GAME OF
ALL TIME!?!?!? The Graphics are LIT!?!??! JUST FOR 1$ ITS WORTH IT!?!?!? I wish you make more games like this!. If i
can i wanna a refund this game sucks!. I really like the concept of the story but it seems too fast and short we need moar !!!!
. Game keeps crashing. Haven't managed to play it and would not recommend it.. I like this game for the old school feel to it.
And i`m a daul booter I really like games on Linux vs. Window (A.K.A. winTrash)
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This game has a lot of potential, one of the most interesting uses of room scale I have seen so far. I was skeptical of no
teleporting but it works very well. Graphics are excellent but as others have said the combat isn't the best (im sure this will
improve). I recommend this game purely because the devs have tried something different.... I also fell over stepping off a
rotating platform :)

EDIT - Updates seem to have dried up, been 2 months since last update. I asked a question on the forum about this and did not
get a response. This makes me think the game will not improve...... hope im wrong.. ayy, thats pretty gud.... Good game, but it
crashed sometimes for me and that killed the experience.

Seems well polished and you can feel the effort on some details.

With a good price, it's worth a buy.. This is such a cool idea, I can't wait until it moves a little further into development. As it is
currently, the controls are really hard to manage, it's hard to tell where to click and how to advance and make things happen, I
couldn't really get past the second turn because I had this glitch with items popping up in the middle of the screen. I really love
the setting and the style though. I can see hints of really deep and interesting gameplay and the videos look super interesting, but
I don't know if I really want to wade through the interface just yet.

Edit: So I gave it another try, no glitches and figured out the UI, this is actually really fun! Wish it was longer though, I could
just keep playing. It'd be fun to have some visual upgrades to your town and your characters.. I'm just saying this game would be
so much more fun if u could keep ur village and not have levels just build and expand
plus the stuffcan be hard to control i flatten land and it destroys houses i kinda like it but it should be free $19.99 is a rip off.
easy to finish, probably should be cheaper than \u00a36 but a fun hour of gameplay. Army of Tentacle is a fun, fourth-wall-
breaking romp, combining C'thulhu, Shakespear and a Monkey Island 1 inspired combat system.
It also is not a dating sim! That is always a bonus, no?. i'll be back in 5 years.. Originally planned for a "time filler" during our
2018 Extra Life stream, Treadnauts turned into just about the most fun I had in that 24-hour span. Hectic and crazy but with a
sense of control that simply feels great, this is the perfect "couch game" for anyone playing as well as anyone watching.. We are
born to this world only to die.

Why were we all born to this place?

-SHEPHY, a card game about sheep
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